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Squamous cell carcinoma of lung with unusual site of metastasis

Abstract

Background: Lung cancer ranks among the most common and most lethal malignancies worldwide. Once vascular or lymphatic invasions occur, metastatic dissemination to distant sites is common. Bone, liver, adrenals, and brain are the most frequent sites of the distant disease. In this study we present a case of squamous cell carcinoma of lung with metastasis of the left knee bursa.

Case presentation: A smoker man presented with cough and hemoptysis and squamous cell carcinoma of lung was diagnosed. Fourteen months later he developed pain and swelling of left knee. The biopsy and pathologic examination of the left knee bursa showed involvement of the bursa.

Conclusion: Squamous cell carcinoma of lung can metastasize in the unusual sites of the body.
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CT scan of lung revealed a solid cystic mass in left upper lobe that had collapsed left hemithorax, left hilar lymphadenopathy and a little left plural effusion. Bronchoscopy and transbronchial lung biopsy were done and pathology reported squamous cell carcinoma of lung. Chemotherapy was started. Because of hemoptysis, radiotherapy was started after 4 courses of chemotherapy. Reevaluation of the patient showed a partial response and monochemotherapy with docetaxel was started. After the four courses, the general condition of the patient became better and he was followed up. One year after the chemotherapy, seizure occurred and brain CT scan showed brain metastasis. Radiotherapy of brain was started.

Simultaneously, left knee swelling with severe pain and limitation of motion occurred (figure 1). The patient was examined by a rheumatologist and the diagnosis was anserin bursitis, not arthritis. Knee x-ray and then needle aspiration of the bursa was done and the pathologist reported the presence of malignant cells, on one hand, malignant bursitis (figure 2). The patient refused further chemotherapy and died.

**Discussion**

Lung cancer, when invades vascular or lymphatic vessels can metastasize in any organ of the body (2). Some organs commonly and more other organs less commonly or rarely involve. Gastrointestinal metastasis of lung cancer is fairly rare (6). Perfetti et al. reported juxtapapillary pancreatic metastasis with obstructive jaundice as isolated recurrence of lung adenocarcinoma (7). Yamada et al. reported a case of lung squamous cell carcinoma with metastasis to the duodenum and small intestine (6). All of the above mentioned reports were metastases of the non-small cell lung cancer where there are only occasional reports for pancreatic metastasis based on its fine needle aspiration (FNA) cytology diagnosis or immunocytochemistry (8).

Another unusual site for metastasis of lung cancer is the skeletal muscle, although the muscle tissue makes up more than 50% of the total body mass. Fernández-Ruiz et al. reported a 66 year old man with thigh muscle metastasis as initial presentation of the non-small cell lung cancer (9). Also Itou et al. reported a case of squamous cell carcinoma of the lung with metastasis to the rectus muscle of thigh (10). Kostrzewска et al. reported a 61-year-old woman presented with blindness that the posterior segment of eyeball metastasis secondary to non-small cell lung cancer was found (11).

Kaya et al. reported the first case of spermatic cord metastasis as an initial manifestation of non-small cell carcinoma of the lung in a 62-year-old-man (12). Arthralgia and leg pain before diagnosis in our patient was not defined definitely and might be due to paraneoplastic syndrome. Non-small cell lung cancer metastasize to the brain, bone, liver and adrenal glands commonly but metastatic ancerin bursitis is very rare, and no case report was found in literature. Only three cases of malignant bursitis were reported previously, all of them were throcanteric bursa and only one of them from lung cancer (13-15).

Consequently, we report the first case of ancerin bursitis due to non-small cell lung cancer. Metastasis to the bursa suggests the hematogenous spread as an important mechanism for the metastasis of lung cancer. The site of metastasis may be an indicator of the rapid progression and very late stage of lung cancer, because our patient expired 2 months after presentation and the patient reported by Patil et al. passed away three weeks after presentation (13). This case supports the concept that lung cancers metastasize virtually to every organ of the body.
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